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Abstract
Electromagnetism deals with three very different types of fields: “static”, “kinematical”, and “dynamical”. Fields
of the first type originate in a stationary body—charged or magnetized. Fields of the second type arise from a
uniform movement of a body—also charged or magnetized. Fields of the third type arise due to the accelerated
movement of a charge, for instance, in an oscillatory LC-circuit. In the present paper we offer an experimental
proof for existence in nature of a dynamical source which comes entirely from another mechanism. The
fundamentals of this mechanism lie in the accelerated movement of a system of elementary currents, which are
responsible for the appearance of macroscopic magnetization. This finding gives rise to a new method of
studying magnetic materials and their structure.
Keywords: kinematic and dynamic types of induction, Faraday’s law, pulse propagation, magnetic shielding,
field-structure interaction
1. Introduction
The existence in nature of electro-kinematical fields has been proven experimentally by Rowland and Eihenwald
more than century ago (Rowland, 1878; Eihenwald, 1956). The existence of magneto-kinematical fields has been
proven experimentally during several recent decades (Zajev & Dokuchajev, 1964; Kelly, 2004; Leus & Zatolokin,
2006; Leus & Taylor, 2011; Taylor & Leus, 2012). At last, a theoretical substantiation was done in Leus (2013),
whereby the principal difference between “kinematical” and “dynamical” fields is strictly proven on the basis of
the wave equation. It became apparent that kinematical fields do not conform to the wave equation with a
speed-factor
neither in classical nor in relativistic cases. When a charged body moves with a constant velocity
relative to the laboratory’s proper coordinate system, its electric field
also moves with the same velocity.
The corresponding magnetic field
of the electro-kinematical origin (SI units) is present in the
laboratory (Rowland-Eihenwald effect). When a magnetized body moves, its permanent magnetic field
also
moves and corresponding electric field
of the magneto-kinematical origin also exists in the
laboratory (Zajev-Dokuchajev effect or Z-D effect in brief, 1964).
This is just the Z-D effect that was used in our experiments. As a permanent magnet travels with a constant
velocity
past conducting wires, it induces electro-motive force (
) inside them. Electromagnetic waves
impinging an antenna also excite variable
within it. Some bewildering special cases might occur. For
example, an iron bar having sinusoidal magnetization, as it is shown in Figure 1, when moving across a straight
wire induces in it an oscillatory
quite similar to that excited by an impinging radio-wave. Furthermore, the
commonly known “flux rule”, which calculates
(generated in a closed circuit) directly due to a changing
magnetic flux, is a very useful tool for solving many practical problems. However, the “flux rule” is an
integration procedure which summarises all details of the induction process, thereby indiscriminately combining
two quite distinct types of electromagnetic induction: the motional-type (Z-D effect) and the transformer-type
(Faraday law). All experiments, described below, are dedicated to discern between them. The problem of
differentiating between the two types of induction was solved in our experimentation due to a convenient
“yardstick”—a magnetic dipole. As a consequence, the objective reality of a new source of electromagnetic
radiation has been proven.
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Figure 1.
1 Kinematicall interaction beetween a moving magnet andd a crossing wiire
2. Experim
mental Equipment
A sphere of diameter d with a uniiform magnetiization
of magnitude
and parallell to the
ax
xis is
embeddedd in air (Figuree 2). This spheere provides a magnetic fieldd at each arbittrary point
of the surroun
nding
space. In ttotal it is equaal to the field oof a dipole wiith the magnettic moment
.L
Let , ,
be the
system of spherical coorrdinates with ppolar axis directed along thee vector
annd with origin at the centre of
o the
sphere. Thhe field of maggnetic dipole m
may be expresssed through ssimple elementtary functions (Jackson, 199
98, p.
183). In thhis case the com
mponents of thhe magnetic fluux density are
,
where

,

0,

(1)

iis a constant numerical
n
coeffficient dependiing on the systtem of units ussed.

Figgure 2. The uniiformly magneetized sphere
For the eexperiment wee used a NdF
FeB sphere off diameter
25.4
, w
with a magneetic moment value
v
≅ 6.0 ∙
. A verttically positionned perforatedd plastic tube 6 meters long was used to gguide the trajectory
(Figure 3)). The tube waas perforated with small hooles along its length to reduuce aerodynam
mic resistance. The
magnetic ssphere is houssed within thee wooden-plasttic projectile ffor stability duuring freefall and to provide the
required oorientation. It was dropped and allowed tto free fall wiithin the guidding tube, reacching a velocity of
≅ 10.5 / , througgh a circular cconducting loop of radius
so that
rremained paraallel to the velo
ocity.
The loop w
was connected to a storage oscilloscope (T
Tekronix TDS 2210).
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Figure 3. Thhe free fall appparatus
ations
It is evidennt that the signnal from the passing sphere is dependent uupon the loop’’s shape. Startiing from Equa
(1) for a ccircular loop with radius it is possiblee to derive (Ta
Taylor & Leus, 2012) the foollowing analy
ytical
induced in the loop due to Z
expressionn for the
Z-D effect:
/

.

(2)

Here deenotes the possition of the m
magnetized sphhere relative too the loop cenntre. The correesponding sign
nal in
time has a shape show
wn in Figure 4 for one turrn loop of raddius
2.1 cm. In Figurre 5 we prese
ent a
two-channnel trace obtainned for two diifferent loops (control and ttesting loops) at a distance oof 10 cm one from
another. T
The testing looop, situated beeneath the conntrol one, is m
made with a thhin enamelled wire wound in
nto a
spiral of 2
in diam
meter. As it is obvious from
m the photograpph, both signaals (left – from
m the control loop,
right – froom the testing one) are nearrly identical. T
The conductivee circular pathh only is essenntial because of
o the
closeness of the contaccts between thhe windings: the mutual ccapacitance in each couplinng presents on
nly a
negligible resistance for alternating cuurrent.

T signal origginated from a magnetic dipoole moving thrrough circular loop
Figure 4. The
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Figuree 5. The signalls obtained in tthe smooth (lefft) and spiralleed (right) loopss
To be certaain, we added two equal cappacitors, one onn each of the lleads connectinng the (not spiiralled) testing loop
with oscillloscope. The results
r
are pressented in Figures 6 and 7. Itt is clear that tthe voltage indduced in the te
esting
loop tendss to the upper limit, i.e.
induced in thhe control loopp, when the sizze of the capaccitance grows.
All the deetails of the freee fall laboratory equipmennt (constructionn of a shock aabsorber includde) are depicted in
(Taylor & Leus, 2012). Each turn of w
wire in the looop increases thhe obtained am
mplitude of thee signal. Two turns
were used in our experim
mentation for tthe sake of douubling the valuue.

Figure 6. The signalss in the controll and testing looops at the capaacitance 0.1 μ
μF
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Figure 7. The signalss in the controll and testing looops at the capaacitance 2.2 μ
μF
mental Proced
dure
3. Experim
Experimeent 1.
The abovee mentioned magnetised
m
spphere was droppped and alloowed to free ffall down the plastic tube. At a
distance off 25
from
m the bottom off the tube a carrdboard plate w
with five condducting loops aattached was pllaced
horizontallly (Figure 3). The conductinng wires were aarranged in cooncentric circlees gradually inncreasing the ra
adius
of the loopp so that the diistance from thhe magnet willl be greater in each ascendinng loop. The raadii from the centre
were apprroximately 3
, 5
, 7
, 9
annd 13.5
. The conductiing wires werre connected to a
Tektronix TDS210 digitaal oscilloscopee via a Tenma 50 MHz oscillloscope probe.. The
geenerated in the each
of conducting loops as the magnetic sphere passedd through it ggave rise to thhe trace seen oon the screen. The
resultant aamplitude in mV
m was then deetermined and plotted on a grraph against thhe distance from
m the axis.

Figure 88. The free falll apparatus witth shielding tuube
Experimeent 2.
For the seccond experimeent a soft iron tube was usedd to shield thee conducting looops from the magnetised sp
phere
passing thhrough them (F
Figure 8a). Wee used two diffferent soft iron tubes to shield a segmentt of the magne
etized
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sphere trajjectory:
1.

5

in diameeter, 4

thiickness of the w
wall, and 23

long

2.

6

in diameeter, 4

thiickness of the w
wall, and 23

long

In both caases the shieldding tube wass placed at thee bottom of tthe guiding tuube and the caardboard plate was
positionedd at 1
from
m the upper brim. The smalleest diameter looop had to be oomitted from tthis experimen
nt due
to the widtth of the iron shielding.
s
Experimeent 3.
For the third experimennt the cardboarrd plate was reemoved and a conducting looop of diameteer compatible with
that of thee shielding tubee was placed aat the top of thhe shielded tubbe and moved vertically dow
wn the tube at some
intervals aas shown in Figure 8b. The rresult of the paassing magnettised sphere w
was recorded beefore moving on to
the next innterval and repeating the freee fall experimeent.
4. Experim
mental Resultts
The abovee mentioned magnetized
m
sphhere induces aan
insidee a circular looop when passiing through it.. The
theoreticall form of the signal
s
is givenn by Equation ((2), which deffines the two eextremities. Thhe extremity values
are provided by the form
mula
2.7

,

(3)

where the value

may be expressed tthrough the maagnetic moment of the spherre (Taylor & L
Leus, 2012):
μμ
1.21 10 .
2
The positioons of two exttreme values of
are givven by formulaa
.

,

(4)

In the folloowing text the word “amplituude” means thhe peak-to-peakk variation. Figgure 9 shows:
i.

T
The dependencce of amplitude on the radiall distance

, ccalculated accoording to the Foormula (3);

ii.

T
The dependennce of amplituude on the raddial distance
vvalues (experim
ment 1);

iii.

T
The dependencce of amplitudde on the radiial distance
ssoft iron shieldding (experimeent 2).

, measured for the six grradually increa
asing
, measured forr the five valuues when using the

Figure 9. Induced
I
emf signal for differrent distances from the axis in horizontal pplane
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Figure 10. Induced emf signal for iron shielding with the measuring loop located at different distances
Figure 10 shows the result of the amplitude measurement for twenty two points of vertical displacement of the
measuring loop relative to the top brim of the shielding tube (experiment 3). These discrete data sets are
presented with smoothed lines. In addition, the previous data is presented in the discrete form. In total we have:
i.

Line obtained with 5

tube shielding,

ii.

Line obtained with 6

tube shielding.

iii.

The horizontal dependence with 5

iv.

The horizontal dependence with 5
tube shielding divided by the length of the loop. This
ratio, accounting for an increase in the source of the
, gives due parity for both vertical
and horizontal dependencies.

tube shielding (experiment 2).

5. A Patent Separation Between Electro-Kinematical and Electro-Dynamical Signals
A further experiment was devised and carried out. Instead of a direct connection between the measuring loop and
an oscilloscope a different method of detecting the passing magnetic signal is used and outlined below (Figure
11). The amplitude of a pulse induced in a circular loop is proportional to the inverse square of its radius
(Equation 3). Therefore the electro-kinematic power decreases much more rapidly when compared to the
electro-dynamic power as the distance between the measuring conductor (circular antenna) and the source of
pulse (metal tube which the magnetic sphere pass through) increases (Figure 9). The maximum conducing circle
we used was of 65
in diameter. At such a distance from the guide-tube the signal we are trying to observe
becomes indistinguishable from the electromagnetic noise in the laboratory. For this reason we have been
compelled to resort to additional circuitry before passing the signal to the oscilloscope, based on the method of
active frequency filtration.
A polygonal antenna, consisting of a single turn of wire, was constructed and placed around the guide tube. A
Low Pass Filter was installed in series with the antenna that rejected all high frequency interference. We
established a corner frequency of 1
in order to allow passage of our signal (fundamental frequency
of 500 ) but reject any small amplitude signals at frequencies above this.
An inverting amplifier circuit was used with a gain set to approximately 1000, allows a good enough resolution
over the output range 9 to +9 to be able to detect very small signals of the kind we struggled to observe
in previous experiments.
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Figuure 11. Schem
me of the signalls separation
6. Commeentary of the Results
R
and C
Conclusion
The main quality of thhe experimentts carried outt is to be ablle to appreciaate causes thrrough a reciprocal
comparisoon of their effeects. As it mayy be seen in Figure 9, the m
magneto-kinem
matical
(w
whole curve) has
h a
very dissiimilar special distribution with regard tto the distribbution of the
obtaineed under shielding
condition. A kinematicaally induced ellectric field
, meeasured in the laboratory thrrough the apparent
, is allmost entirely cancelled eveerywhere outside of the shielded iron tubee. Let us remarrk that in the latter
case the source of
is always siituated at the bbrim (input annd output) of the shielding tube. Both arrising
pulses (Figgure 12) are separated
s
by ttwenty five m
milliseconds—ttime interval ccorresponding to the distanc
ce of
25
at the speed
10 / . A
And what eveent occurs there? As soon aas the magnettized sphere co
omes
close to thhe input brim of
o the shieldingg tube, its maggnetic field unddergoes a com
mplicated intrinnsic transforma
ation.
Instead off being spread out over spacce it curls up iinto the narrow
w confinementt of the tube w
wall. Therefore
e, we
have all coonditions necesssary for Faradday’s law to bee manifested:
.

Figure 12. Magneto-dynam
M
mic pulses induuced in the meaasuring loop shhielded with irron tube
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Z-D effectt appears as thee
induceed due to a mooving magneticc field. In conttrast to Z-D efffect, Faraday’s law
manifests itself in the
providedd by a magnetiic field explicitly varying over time. A goood illustration for
that is the result of vertical measuremeent with the irron tube of 5
in diameteer. The corresppondent amplittudes
are just 2
20%
6 5 /5 bigger thhan amplitudes in the case of the 6
tube (Figuree 10). It woulld be
understanddable if we havve to regard thhe following eessential peculiarity. With a narrower tubee the magnetic field
of the passsing sphere is more
m
compressed over the saame time, so thhe derivative
/ inevitaably augments.
Given thatt this entity is inferred, we could expect a similar effect for a paramaggnetic material. Paramagnetissm is
like ferrom
magnetism “in miniature”, thherefore an expperimental cheeck is more diffficult to perforrm but yet feassible.
An aluminnium cylinder of 5
in ddiameter, 4
thickness oof the wall, annd 23
longg was fixed on
n the
guide-tubee with a measuuring loop locaated at the cenntre so that botth brims are eqqui-distant from
m the circular loop
producing
. The reesulting signal for a circularr loop of 14
in diameteer is presentedd in Figure 13.. The
shielding eeffect is ratherr moderate butt two distinct signals can bee observed devveloping at thee top (first) and the
bottom (seecond) brims. A time intervaal of approxim
mately twenty five milliseconds between tthe two signals can
also be deeduced from thhe oscilloscoppe trace. A parramagnetic maaterial is almoost transparent for the perma
anent
magnetic ffield that is why
w in the casee of aluminium
m shielding w
we observe a seelf style superrposition pictu
ure of
both – maggneto-kinemattic and magnetto-dynamic efffects in contrasst to the ferrom
magnetic shieldding (Figure 12
2).

Figure 13. Superpositionn picture of maagneto-kinemaatic and magneeto-dynamic efffects
long the siggnal from circuular antenna oof 65
in ddiameter is preesent on Figure 14.
For the iroon tube 37
Two purely electro-dynaamic pulses—ffrom input rim
m and output riim—have idenntical form witth amplitudes equal
e
to almost 5 as a conssequence of am
mplification inn the filter deviice. The corressponding electtro-kinematic pulse
p
is entirely absorbed in thhe ferromagnettic material, soo no superposittion is observeed unlike the case of aluminium.
In accordaance with (4), the time intervval between m
minimal and maaximal voltagee in an electro-kinematic pulse is
∆
/ , which givess for
7
and
10 /
the value ∆
7
. So we see a superp
posed
mixture off both electro-kkinematic and electro-dynam
mic pulses in thhe case of the aluminium tubbe (Figure 13)). For
our 65
antenna ∆
32.5
, while the tiime interval between inpuut-originated ppulse and ou
utputoriginated pulse is ≅ 23
becauuse the alum
minium tube iis 23
lonng. The smalll and widesp
pread
electro-kinnematic pulse therefore is inndiscernible aggainst two elecctro-dynamic ppulses (Figure 15), although their
amplitude is five times smaller
s
than inn the case of iroon tube.
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Figure 144. Antenna siggnal for the ironn tube as a souurce

Figure 15. A
Antenna signal for the aluminnium tube as a source
me bigger than 65
measurements were
in diaameter, and soo the further m
We do nott dispose of a circular fram
carried ouut with a stretcched wire circuumscribing a ppolygon amonng some furnitture items. Thee first polygon
n had
310
inn the average diameter, andd we have obtaained a distincct signal originated from thhe iron tube 37
long and 5
in diameeter (Figure 166). As it can bee seen, the noiise level gets ccomparable wiith the useful signal
amplitude..
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Figure 16. Pollygonal antennna signal for thhe iron tube as a source
The seconnd polygon hadd 230
in average diameeter where a w
weak signal froom aluminium
m tube 23
long
had been oobserved (Figuure 17). It is at the limit of ouur ability to separate the inteerested signal rrelative to the noise
n
level with the current am
mplifying instrrument. Due tto the Formulaa (4) the durattion of electro--kinematical signal
would be bigger than 115
. Not only is this vvalue much bbigger than 23
3
but our shock-absorb
ber is
situated neearer than 30
from the ooutput rim of tthe aluminium
m tube. So the innfluence of the electro-kinem
matic
pulse is thoroughly ruledd out. These arre two absoluttely different nnatural phenom
mena, and it is the notorious “flux
rule” that iis steadily blurrring the line bbetween kinem
matic and dynam
mic types of innduction (Leuss & Taylor, 2011).

Figgure 17. Polygoonal antenna siignal for the alluminium tubee as a source
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A shielding tube, surely, may be represented as a series of conducting rings and, as soon as the magnetized
sphere is falling under the influence of gravity, eddy currents are circulating inside them. However, their
contribution is not appreciable as it is evident from the obtained photographs: we have only two separated pulses
without any trace of signal between. The responsibility for causing magneto-electric pulses in the effect under
consideration rests with the microscopic circular currents which are a source of the macroscopic magnetic field
(Ampere). When the magnetized sphere enters the shielding tube all Ampere’s currents in the metal of the tube
change their spatial orientation. So the very source of the electromagnetic radiation in this respect is supposedly
the body of the metal screen surrounding the passing magnetized sphere.
In conclusion, we would wish to express a hope that our finding will serve not only for declaring the evidence of
a new source of electromagnetic radiation but also as an instrument for studying inherent structure of magnetic
materials.
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